
 
Date: 4th Jul 2018  
Time: 1100 - 1500 
Venue:  SIS Level 3  
  
Attendees: ALL, 

*Note: Marcus (POC) instead of Leo was present  
  
Agenda: 1. Update project progress 

● Marcus had no issues with our schedule progress 
● Sought his UI feedback 

2. Update change management 
● Informed the Struts framework change and our rationale of 

adopting MVC so as not to impede project progress 
3. Clarify acceptance guidelines and deliverables 

● Asked Marcus about his preview acceptance experience and 
any points to look out for 

4. Clarify X Factor  
● Clarified mid-term x-factor and final x-factor 

 
 
S/N Discussion/Action Item Action By Due Date 
1 Review UI feedback from marucs Xin Yi 

Zhen Dan 
12th June 2018 

 
 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 10:00pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are 
no amendments reported in the next three days. 
 
Prepared by, 
Lee Zhi Tao 
 
Vetted and edited by,  
All 
 
 
ReportDAO 
-creating controllers and DAO to accomodate the new features 
-saving of components position, width, height and properties into DB 
-reloading and recreating of the report from DB 
  
Integration 
-dummy data 
-hosting of API on an actual website 
-processing of json and transforming to data that can be used in the report 
  
UI 
-fine tune the drag and drop for at least one component that we intend to use for acceptance 
-loading of data into components (charts, and textbox) 



-make website look professional, animations, good visuals 
-responsive website (can be viewed on another device) (because report stuff usually viewed 
by tablets) 
  
BA 
-find a good report template that we can work towards to for acceptance 
-find out a doable but different from existing reporting software 
-comparison between existing software and our application 
  
PM 
-restructure the current timeline, do 10% of everything 
-build towards a unique demonstration for acceptance 
-prepare for UAT 1 
-in the future, can our project scale up for other uses (e.g. a BI tool that SMU can use) (sell 
the project) 
  
QA 
-testing of existing functions 
-create detailed bug logs, metrics 
-create detailed task lists 
-update lead dev about what changes need to be made in next iteration 
-user guide? 
  
Analytics 
-develop algorithm that we intend to use for acceptance 
 
 
 


